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Introduction:
CPBS is a method of a way of thinking. It is a tool by which we diagnosis and treat patients. We show its 
outline and report a case with severe weight loss, which was correctly and easily diagnosed by CPBS after 
unsuccessful examinations at hospitals in many years.

Outline of CPBS:
CPBS requires a complete information database of patients, and think about how many illnesses are in the 
patient. We give one name to one illness “Problem”, and list Problems in chronological order “Problem list”. 
As the understanding gets deeper, Problem is updated its name. Problem is a concept and a set that consists 
of collection of individual illnesses. Set can be divided into subsets. Subset can be further divided into its 
subsets. Work of diagnosis is finding a smaller subset that includes the patient’s illness.

Case presentation:
A 27-year-old woman presented with weight loss from 37kg to 18kg. As a child, she had surgery for 
hyperdactylia and ankyloglossiam with developmental delay. She had good appetite and overweight. From 
3 yo, she had sustained abdominal distention. At 13 yo, frequency of flatus was increased to cause bullying. 
At 18yo, she didn’t feel hunger. The amount of meal decreased and weight loss began. She was admitted to 
hospitals many times and examined a lot, but the cause was unknown. Abdomen was remarkably distended. 
X-ray showed a large amount of intestinal and stomach gas. Our initial problem list was #1 Developmental 
delay, #2 Intestinal gas retention disease, #3 Malnutrition. We show the #2 thinking process. #2 Intestinal gas 
retention disease(subsets: invasion and overproduction)→Intestinal Invasive gas retention disease(subsets: 
from oral and from anal)→Intestinal Invasive gas retention disease from oral(subsets: spontaneously and 
artifically)→Aerophagia. After that, oral malformation to cause air swallowing was confirmed.

Discussion:
CPBS requests to approach diagnosis step by step. We expect this way of thinking understood and widely 
used in daily practice.


